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Stimulus suffix effects in recognition memory

ROBERT L. GREENE
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Recall of auditory items can be disrupted by presentation of an irrelevant auditory stimulus
(a stimulus suffix). Previous researchers have suggested that suffix effects are not found on recog
nition tests. Two experiments are presented here that demonstrate suffix effects on recognition
tests. These results suggest that suffixes interfere with item information and that suffix effects
cannot be attributed solely to retrieval processes.

Recall of a list of auditory items is disrupted if an ir
relevant auditory stimulus (a stimulus suffix) is presented
after the last item. Suffix effects may extend throughout
the list, but tend to be greatest by far on the last one or
two items (e.g., Crowder, 1967; Dallett, 1965; Morton,
Crowder, & Prussin, 1971).

For many years, suffix effects were interpreted as
resulting from interference in auditory sensory (echoic)
memory (Crowder & Morton, 1969; O. C. Watkins &
M. J. Watkins, 1980). However, a number of findings
reported in recent years seem inconsistent with this ap
proach (e.g., Greene & Crowder, 1984; Nairne & Crow
der, 1982; Nairne & Walters, 1983; Shand & Klima, 1981;
Spoehr & Corin, 1978). As a result, there have been both
attempts to revise the echoic-memory account to recon
cile it with recent findings (Crowder, 1983; Greene &
Crowder, 1984, 1986; Greene & Samuel, 1986) and at
tempts to construct entirely new theories of suffix effects
(e.g., Broadbent & Broadbent, 1981; Campbell & Dodd,
1980; Penney, 1985; Spoehr & Corin, 1978; Shand &
Klima, 1981).

The echoic-memory theory of suffix effects, as well as
at least some of the alternative accounts, assumes that
suffixes cause a loss of item information in memory. This
assumption was challenged by Parkinson (1978), who
claimed that suffixes affect order information in memory,
but not item information; in other words, he suggested that
suffixes do not interfere with memory for what items oc
curred on a list, but only with memory for the order of
the items. Parkinson supported this claim by reporting a
study in which he found no suffix effects on a recognition
test. Cowan and Kielbasa (1986) reported similar findings.
Since recognition tests require item information but not
order information, a null effect of suffixes in recognition
is consistent with the claim that suffixes do not interfere
with item information.

Before engaging in too much theoretical speculation, one
should make sure that the conclusion that suffix effects are
not found in recognition is well founded. Questions can
be raised about the adequacy of the previous studies. Par-
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kinson's (1978) data suffered from a ceiling effect: Per
formance at the end of the list was almost 100% in both
the suffix and control (no-suffix) conditions, so interpre
tation of the null result was impossible. Parkinson tried
to handle this problem by reporting separately data from
the 6 subjects with the lowest overall recognition scores.
However, even these subjects were near ceiling at the end
of the list for both conditions, so this analysis is irrelevant.

Cowan and Kielbasa's (1986) results are also difficult
to interpret. They used a task very different from stan
dard suffix experiments or recognition tests. Subjects
received short (two- or four-item) lists of nonsense sylla
bles. Lists were followed either by a speech suffix or by
a tongue cluck (which was intended to be ineffective as
a suffix and therefore appropriate to a control condition).
At time of test, subjects were shown pictures and were
told to decide which pictures depicted objects whose
names rhymed with a list item. It is not clear whether one
can generalize from this sort of rhyming task with short
lists to more common suffix-effect experiments or recog
nition procedures. In addition, there is no evidence that
the tongue cluck itself was not an effective suffix, which
would certainly make it inappropriate for use as a con
trol. Moreover, the results were very complex. A signifi
cant main effect of suffix type was found in children but
not in adults. The suffix did interact with other variables
in the adult sample, suggesting that differential suffix ef
fects were present in some conditions but not in others.
Given the complexity of both the procedure and the
results, it is not clear what conclusions can be drawn from
this study.

The present experiments were intended to resolve the
question of whether suffix effects are found in recogni
tion. They were designed to avoid ceiling effects. The ex
periments were also designed to differ greatly from each
other. Suffix effects are found in a variety of conditions
in recall, and in these experiments an attempt was made
to duplicate several of these conditions.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, immediate recognition of lists of eight
auditory letters was studied. Lists were followed either
by a suffix or by silence.
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Method
Subjects. Twenty-four students from introductory psychology

classes at Case Western Reserve University participated to fulfill
a course requirement. The subjects were tested in groups of 6.

Materials. Letters were used as to-be-remembered items. In all,
66 lists, each composed of a random sequence of eight letters, were
constructed. The only constraint in assigning letters to lists was that
each letter occur only once on a list. The lists were read in a male
experimenter's voice at a rate of one item per second and recorded
on cassette tape. Half of the lists were followed by a suffix (the
word BEGIN in the same voice and on the same tape as the items),
and the other lists were followed only by silence. Suffix and no
suffix lists were randomly interspersed. To prevent intonation differ
ences between suffix and no-suffix lists, the lists were recorded as
the experimenter read them from a computer display screen that
showed items one at a time. The experimenter did not know which
lists contained suffixes until after the last item had been shown to
him.

Procedure. At the beginning of the experiment, the subjects were
given a stack of 66 cards face down. After each list was played
on tape, the subjects turned over one of the cards. Each card con
tained 16 letters printed in alphabetical order, 8 letters that had been
on the preceding list and 8 randomly chosen distractors. The sub
jects were to circle letters that had been on the list and cross out
letters that had not been on the list. The subjects were told to begin
at the left end of the sequence and make their way rightward without
skipping test stimuli and without backtracking. They were urged
to avoid making false-positive errors. There were 20 sec allotted
between lists for this test.

The first six lists were considered practice and were not scored.

Results
All significance tests reported here were performed on

the number of items recognized, and a .05 significance

level was used.

The mean proportions of items correctly recognized are

shown in Figure I. The false-alarm rate (that is, the
proportion of distractors that were circled) was .06 for

both suffix and no-suffix lists. The data resembled the
typical fmdings from recall experiments, with the suffix

having its greatest effect at the end of the list. An anal

ysis of variance found significant effects of the suffix
[F(I,23) = 9.28, MSe = 5.27] and serial position
[F(7,161) = 11.40, MSe = 15.17]. The interaction be
tween suffix and position was also significant [F(7, 161)
= 5.70, MSe = 4.23]. When individual positions were

analyzed, the suffix effect was significant only at the
eighth position [F(I,23) = 39.08, MSe = 4.04].

The immediate-recognition task used in Experiment 1
was intended to be analogous to the immediate-recall task
often used to study suffix effects. Just as a subject has

to recall numerous items before reaching the end of the

list in immediate recall, a subject in Experiment I would
usually make several recognition decisions before being
tested on the last item. In Experiment 2, a different proce

dure, a delayed-recognition test, was used.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was designed to extend the results found
in Experiment 1 in several ways. Whereas the items used
in Experiment 1 all came from a restricted set (letters of
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Figure 1. The proportion of items correctly recognized in Experi
ment 1 as a function of serial position and condition.

the alphabet), the items used in Experiment 2 were words,
with no word occurring more than once in the experiment.

All eight list items were tested in Experiment 1, but only
one item per list was tested in Experiment 2. In Experi

ment 1, the items and suffixes were presented auditorily;
in Experiment 2, all list items and suffixes were presented

visually, and the subjects read them aloud. The suffix and

no-suffix conditions were interspersed randomly in Ex

periment 1, but were presented in blocked fashion in Ex
periment 2. Also, in Experiment 2, recognition was

delayed by a to-sec filled retention interval.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four students from introductory psychology

classes at Case Western Reserve University participated to fulfill
a course requirement. The subjects were tested individually.

Materials. In this experiment, 200 lists were used as stimuli,
with each list composed of eight one-syllable nouns. The items were
assigned randomly to serial positions, with each subject getting a
different ordering of words. The word END appeared after the last
item on all lists. The lists and test stimuli were presented on a dis
play screen of an Apple Ile computer system.

Procedure. The subjects were seated in front of the display screen.
Items were presented one at a time at a rate of two items per sec
ond. The subjects were required to read each item aloud as it was
shown. The word END always occurred after the last item, in the
same rhythm as the list.

After the word END was shown, the subjects had to perform a
distractor task. Two-addend addition equations of the form I +2=3
were shown. The addends (that is, the numbers being added) were
always between I and 9. Half of the equations were true, with the
other equations showing a sum that was too large or too small by
2. The subjects were to press one key if the equation was true and
a different key if it was false. Each equation was shown for 2 sec,
and the subjects saw five equations after each list. In other words,
there was a silent lO-sec filled retention interval after each list.
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Figure 2. The proportion of items correctly recognized in Experi
ment 2 as a function of serial position and condition.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show stimulus suffix
effects in recognition. An attempt was made to capture
partially the variety of situations in which suffix effects
may be seen in recall. On the basis of the two experiments
reported here, there is no reason to believe that any of
the following factors is crucial: the source of auditory
stimulation (an experimenter or the subject), the size of
the stimulus set, the presence or absence of delay, or the
exact testing procedure. The suffix effect in recall is also
robust against manipulations of these factors.

The suffix effects found here seem clearly restricted to
the last item. In recall, the suffix effect may extend far
ther into the list. There is evidence that the preterminal
suffix effect and the terminal suffix effect may result from
different processes (Baddeley & Hull, 1979; Balota & En
gle, 1981; Greenberg & Engle, 1983; Penney, 1985), with
the preterminal suffix effect typically attributed to stra
tegic factors, whereas the terminal suffix effect is at
tributed to structural memory processes. It seems possi
ble that the strategies that underlie preterminal suffix
effects in recall may not be used in recognition.

Parkinson (1978) found no suffix effect in recognition,
and used this null finding to argue that suffixes affect order
information but not item information. As noted previ
ously, interpretation of Parkinson's data is complicated
by ceiling effects, and the results found here suggest that
suffixes do affect item information. There is also other
evidence that suffixesmay affect memory for items. Suffix
effects are found in free recall (e.g., Engle, 1974;
Roediger & Crowder, 1976), where order information is
not explicitly tested. Also, suffixeffects are found in serial
recall of words, even when recall is scored simply on an
item criterion without regard to position (Roediger &
Crowder, 1976; M. J. Watkins & Todres, 1979). In short,
suffixes affect performance on tests that require only item
information.

The results reported here do not indicate how suffixes
interfere with item information. However, they may cast
doubt on several possible accounts. For example, Glen
berg and his collaborators (Glenberg, 1984; Glenberg,
Eberhardt, & Petersen, 1985; Glenberg & Swanson,
1986; Huang & Glenberg, 1986) have argued that termi
nal items on auditory lists are recalled through the use
of temporal or contextual retrieval cues. Suffixes inter
fere with recall by overloading these cues; the suffix be
comes associated with these cues, making them less ef
fective in guiding retrieval of list items. However, it has
been assumed that such cues are not used in recognition
(Glenberg & Kraus, 1981). If suffixes affect memory only
by overloading retrieval cues, and if these cues are not
used in recognition, then one would not expect to find
suffix effects in recognition. Since the experiments
reported here demonstrate such effects, one can conclude
that this theory is not a sufficient account of suffix ef-
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Results
The results are shown in Figure 2. The proportions of

arithmetic problems correctly answered were .83 and .82
in the suffix and control conditions, respectively. The
false-alarm rate in word recognition was .04 in both con
ditions. As was the case in Experiment 1, the suffix im
paired recognition for the last item. The main effect of
the suffix was not significant here [F(1,23) = 0.12, MSe
= 2.74]. However, there was a significant effect of serial
position [F(7,161) = 16.57, MSe = 3.34], and a signifi
cant interaction between the suffix and position [F(7, 161)
= 2.34, MSe = 1.89]. When positions were tested in
dividually, the suffix significantly impaired recognition
only at the eighth position [F(1,23) = 17.97, MSe =
1.34].
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When this interval was complete, a word was shown, and the
subjectswere to pressone key if it hadbeenon the listanda different
key if it had not beenon the list. On 40 lists, this test stimuluswas
a distractor; on the remaining lists, it had been shown on the list.
On positive trials, the computer randomly determined whichof the
eight items was tested, with the requirement that each positionbe
tested 10 times in each condition. As in Experiment 1, the subjects
were urged to avoid making false-positive errors.

There were two blocks of 100trials each. In one block, the word
END was read aloud by the subjects; similarprocedureshavebeen
shown to causesuffixeffectsin recall(e.g., Crowder, 1970; Greene
& Crowder, 1984). In the other block, the subjects read the word
END silently; visuallypresentedstimulithat are read silentlycause
little or no interference and can be used in a control condition
(Greene, 1987; Morton & Holloway, 1970). The order of blocks
was counterbalanced across subjects.



fects. More generally, any theory that assumes that suffix
effects result from interference in retrieval processes that
are specific to recall seems inadequate.

Of course, there are many other theories that are con
sistent with the results found here. Echoic-memory ac
counts, such as those of Crowder and Morton (1969) and
O. C. Watkins and M. J. Watkins (1980), predict that
suffix effects would be found in recognition. There are
also other theories of suffix effects in recall that could
be extended to recognition (e.g., Broadbent & Broadbent,
1981; Campbell & Dodd, 1980; Penney, 1985; Shand &
Klima, 1981). Additional research will be needed to de
termine which of these proposals is most adequate.
However, the present results suggest that a complete the
ory of suffix effects must be applicable to recognition as
well as to recall.
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